Cage and baffle details

Baffle layout

25mm x 2mm flat steel

Hinges

Notch so baffle will sit inside cage

Fly screen sandwiched between flat steel

Baffle sits inside the cage on the frame centre bar

5mm rod spreader bracket for baffle (cut to fit)

Fly entry

Cage entrance

25mm x 2mm flat steel attached with self tapping screws

Note:
This flat sandwich piece should extend 5mm above the cage centre bar so as to form a lip against which the baffle can rest

Wire fly screen wrapped around the cage and sandwiched between the cage frame and 25mm x 2mm flat steel

Cage cross section

25mm x 2mm flat steel attached with self tapping screws

Note:
This flat sandwich piece should extend 5mm above the cage centre bar so as to form a lip against which the baffle can rest

Wire fly screen wrapped around the cage and sandwiched between the cage frame and 25mm x 2mm flat steel

Fly screen attachment
(cross sectional view)